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Chapter One
SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY
Right at the outset it is vital that you understand this vital truth: There
have always been two Americas. There were always two Israels in the
Old Testament. There was the Israel of YHWH, that is both the
envisioned Israel and the godly remnant within the nation. Then there
was the other Israel, the Israel of Baal and Ashtoreth. This was the
Israel that God exiled, both in the Assyrian captivity of the Northern
House, then in the subsequent Babylonian captivity of the Southern
Kingdom of Judah.
America has had a similar history. From its inception as a haven for those
of the Puritan faith, to its Declaration of Independence in the late 18th
century, there were always two streams of thinking, philosophy and
faith in American life. This dualism was Israel’s curse and has been
America’s.
America is frequently mentioned in both Christian and secular circles as
a shining example of liberty and freedom. Of that, there is no doubt. The
problem is: What kind of liberty and freedom from what? Liberty and
freedom are not terms that can be universally applied to all people unless
there is a context. For example, to a devout Muslim who believes that
society should be under Sharia law, Western notions of democracy and
the judicial system are not liberating; they are bondage. To a Christian
reconstructionist, who believes in a Biblical model of government,
economy and law, the present consistency of Western democratic
governments is equally as repulsive as it is to the radical Muslim. And
equally as oppressive. Although it is an extreme example, here is one
that serves the point well: To a paedophile, laws that prohibit
paedophilia are oppressive and curtail the freedom to molest.
In short, liberty and freedom are relative terms. To some, freedom means
the freedom from law, to others the freedom of law. The Christian finds
freedom only in a society that upholds Biblical law. This helps to curtail
sin and disorder. The true Christian seeks freedom from corruption.
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However, the hedonist seeks freedom from restraints. Both are radically
different in how they perceive society in its ideal state. To both, freedom
and liberty are totally antonymous concepts.
America as the land of the free must therefore be examined. Free from
what? Free to do what? Liberty and freedom for all – but in what
context? The great myth is freedom. No man is free. There is no
freedom. Man was never created to be free. In fact, nothing was ever
created to be free. To be created is to be owned by your creator. When
the Ford Motor Company creates a new car, they own that car until
someone comes and buys it. There is no such thing as a car that is free
to do as it pleases. There is no such thing as a human that is free to do as
he or she pleases. Man is a created being. As such, he is not free. There
is no ultimate freedom from all rulership and authority. That was Satan's
great lie. He came as the “liberator” from man s “underclass” condition.
“You can be a god too – and therefore free!” was his cry in the Garden.
This kind of “freedom” has been mankind’s curse from the day Adam
and Eve ate the forbidden fruit. You see, the eating of that fruit was
forbidden. This means that man was under authority. There is no freedom.
Someone will say, “But man has freedom of choice.” He certainly does.
All men have the power to choose who will rule them: God or Satan
Adam was not given absolute freedom in Eden. He was given delegated
authority to exercise dominion over the earth and the freedom to choose
between serving God or obeying the word of a spiritual outlaw. When
Adam chose to follow the words of the lying serpent, he surrendered that
delegated authority. The earth came under Satan's regency. It still belonged
to YHWH as ultimate Creator and Ruler; however, Satan had a legal right
to call the shots on planet earth. He became the prince of the power of the
air and of this world.
Jesus came to take back that immediate authority. As the last Adam, He
conquered Satan and He is now Lord of the heavens AND earth. He is
Lord of the New Creation. Yet mankind still has the same choice: submit
to YHWH’s rule in the Lordship of Christ Jesus, or serve the outlaw,
Satan
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The point is, the only freedom is freedom of choice between two
masters. There are only two spheres of authority, two kingdoms as it were:
God’s and Satan's. There is no Switzerland in the spirit realm. There is no
neutrality And there is no freedom. The freedom of Christ's reign is
freedom from Satan and his death-doomed oppressive kingdom. It is
freedom to be all you were created to be: a vessel and container of God’s
Holy Presence and power. It is not ultimate freedom. God Himself is not
free in that sense. He is bound to honour His Word and covenants. That’s
righ– God Himself chose to be bound to His own promise. He is not free.
How can man expect to be what God Himself can never be?
This is the lie of Satan: freedom from all constraints, rules and authority.
The end of this is, of course, anarchy and chaos. If you want to
describe Satan in his essence, it is chaos. Freedom from the rule of
God will always end in chaos. Those who conspire against God in high
places know this. Their conspiracies are designed to cause meltdown in
society, leading to utter chaos. From this state, they hope to “create” a
new society where there is no ruling hand of God. Such schemes are
futile, of course. Psalm 2 describes this. It is a potent look at the
condition of the planet from a governmental perspective:
Why do the nations rage, and the peoples plot a vain thing?
The kings of the earth take a stand, and the rulers take
counsel together, against Yahweh, and against his
Anointed, saying, "Let's break their bonds apart, and cast
their cords from us."
He who sits in the heavens will laugh. The Lord will have
them in derision. Then he will speak to them in his anger,
and terrify them in his wrath: "Yet I have set my King
on my holy hill of Zion."
I will tell of the decree. Yahweh said to me, "You are my son.
Today I have become your father.
Ask of me, and I will give the nations for your inheritance,
the uttermost parts of the earth for your possession.
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You shall break them with a rod of iron. You shall dash them
in pieces like a potter's vessel." Now therefore be wise, you
kings. Be instructed, you judges of the earth. Serve Yahweh
with fear, and rejoice with trembling.
Give sincere homage, lest he be angry, and you perish in
the way, for his wrath will soon be kindled. Blessed are all
those who take refuge in him. PSALM 2 WEB
This is the answer to all those who wonder if there really is a high-level
conspiracy on planet earth. God said there is and it is against His
Anointed i.e. it is anti-Christ. These people want to break the bonds
and throw off the cords placed upon them. What bonds? What cords?
The constraints of God’s Law-Word!! The constraints of the ultimate
rulership of God. The constraints of Christ's Lordship over all the earth.
Politicians want a multicultural, secular society, free from Christian
mores. They want to discard the direct rule of God through legislation
taken from His civic law codified in the Bible.
Much of British and American law was at one time lifted from or heavily
influenced by the Sinaitic Code i.e. Moses’ law in the Bible. But
God-hating politicians despise this bondage and seek freedom from it.
You see, terms like freedom and liberty are very relative. Do you seek
freedom under God’s rule or freedom from it? The growing tide of
humanistic, secular philosophies, and their influence upon society,
particularly in areas of judiciary and legislation, have torn Western society
away from its Biblical roots and propelled us toward chaos.
This process has happened to no small extent in the “Land of the Free”
itself. In short, the “example” of freedom and liberty espoused to he
rest of the world by self-congratulatory Americans is a freedom and liberty
from the rule of God in Jesus Christ. It is a rejection of Biblical
commandments. I don’t like talking about Biblical morality or values; these
are dilutions. Morality is man’s idea of good versus evil. It is necessarily
a subjective term. My “morality” may differ from yours even if we both
profess Christ. Equally my “values may be different from yours.
Essentially, such things are opinions.
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Of course, these differences can lead to different interpretations. This is
why Israel was ruled by judges. There must be interpretation of law by
such judges e.g. if you are accused of idolatry, someone must judge and
assess your guilt or innocence. The point is not disproved by the need
to have interpreters and judges, the point being that God commands, not
suggests, and that the society which would choose to be free under His
rule must submit to that rule and legislate His commandments as civic
law. This America is no longer doing, though the remnant of God’s
people in America, both in time past and today, have sought to enforce
this direct rule of Christ. The “freedom and liberty” America is selling
today is no such thing but is a bastardised mix of humanism, secularism
and Deistic principles.
The peoples of the world are no longer conned. They may eat the burgers,
drink the Cokes and watch the Hollywood blockbusters but they don t
buy the “freedom” mantra. They know America is no honest broker of
liberty and equality. What is sickening is that many seemingly sincere
Christians in America, who profess faith in Christ, have an apparently
stronger faith – and a blind, unquestioning faith at that – in these pseudo
American values of “freedom, liberty and equality”. To Americans, and
American Christians no less, it is almost blasphemous to question or
criticize their nation and its trumpeted values.
Yet the freedom America espouses is not the freedom of Christ but
freedom from Him. Much of American thinking on political and civil
liberties is based on Deism. Deism is the concept of a Supreme Being,
an impersonal God. It is not the God of the Bible. It is not YHWH, but Baal.
Baa! means “master” or lord”. Apostate Israelites worshipped Baal as a
substitute for YHWH On the surface, Baal seems much like YHWH.
However, YHWH is the God you can know intimately; that is the meaning
of His Name. Baal was the distant god. He was not a god of love but of
power. YHWH is the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. He is the Father
of the Lord Jesus Christ. He is the Covenant God of Israel.
Deists believe in God alright. However, Deism is not Christianity. To
a Deist, God is but the Supreme Being, the Great Architect of the
Universe of Freemasonry. Freemasonry is, in fact, Deism. Many of

America's founding fathers were Deists and Freemasons. Some were
Christians. Therefore when America is spoken of as “One nation under
God” it must be asked: which God? Is it the God of the Bible, the Lord
YHWH? Or is it the Baal-god of the Freemason?
Under the guise of being “believers” in “God”, many key people in
American history have helped to turn the United States into a hybrid
nation. Many Americans have been Christians with a God-given vision
for America. However, mixed in with this are those with another agenda,
who see freedom not as something which comes through Christ, but as
something which comes by alienating America from Christian principles.
Their vision of America is a Novus Ordo Sec!orum – a New Secular World
Order free from the restraining bonds and cords of Gods Word.
The defining work on this dualism is Gary North's masterful work
Political Polytheism, published by the Institute for Christian Economics
or available as a free download online. North brilliantly traces the two
streams of genuine Biblical Christianity and Deism in American history.
He makes the inescapable, though unpalatable, connection between Old
Testament Baal-worship and the Deist concept of a Supreme Being –
the “cosmic clockmaker” – that emerged in American religious
philosophy. The god often appealed to by politicians in the USA (and
elsewhere) is not the Father, Son and Holy Spirit but the distant lord of
the cosmos.
Of course, this god can be found in Freemasonry, whose most famous
prophet, Albert Pike, once notoriously proclaimed that Lucifer was the
true identity of the Freemason s god. So the “god” of the Deist is Baal,
another name for Satan or Lucifer This dualism in American history has
led to the present-day monster of warped Christianity, joined to fanatical
Zionism and Baalism which is portrayed to the world as the bastion of
“freedom, liberty and equality”. Of course this concept and the slogan
itself is at the heart of Freemasonry, particularly the Illuminati dimension.
What is meant by it is freedom and liberty from Christian rule and equality
on the basis of shared divinity i.e. all men are gods and thus not answerable
to YHWH or His Son.
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In Political Polytheism, Gary North brilliantly contrasts the pure faith
of the Puritans of Boston with the compromised vision of Roger Williams
and his Rhode Island experiment, which was to form a secular i.e.
not-overtly-Christian society. Of course, the Rhode Island version has
prevailed and this is why American Christians, no matter how fervent and
well-meaning, are only tacking-on to a system flawed at its very core a
semblance of Biblical Christianity. America can thus never be a “Christan”
nation until this flaw is cut out from its very heart.
This book seeks to find an answer for Americas malaise. In doing so, it
must be acknowledged that America s problems are not unique to that
nation alone; all nations share the same problems and dilemmas. It is not
these problems that make America unique. What makes America unique
is that God has called her to a special place among the nations. That,
however, is not the place of pride and self-glorification. In fact, one reason
America cannot cure herself of her sickness is her pride and vainglory
prevents her. Americans don’t like to be told, especially by outsiders what
is wrong with America. This is pride. To Americans, America is the
greatest country on earth (unless they are pro-Zionist, of course, in which
case it is the Israeli state that gets their vote).
There is nothing wrong with such patriotism except for the obvious fact
that to God, the greatest nation is the most humble. Any nation can be
the greatest nation on earth by being the most humble and the most
devoted to God and His Word. Perhaps in the past this helped make
America a mighty nation. But now it is arrogance and self-interest that
characterize the US and its people.
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Chapter Two
LAND OF THE PILGRIMS’ Pride

And it was after these words, that one told Joseph, Lo, your
father is worn out; and he took with him his two sons,
Manasseh and Ephraim.
And one caused it to stand out boldly to Jacob, and said,
Behold, your son, Joseph, is coming to you, and Israel seized
the bed, and sat upon it.
And Jacob said to Joseph, God Almighty appeared to me at
Luz in the land of Canaan, and knelt down with goodness
to me, And said to me, Behold, I am making you fruitful,
and have multiplied you, and I have given you a multitude of
people; and have given this land to your seed after you for
an everlasting possession.
And now your two sons, Ephraim and Manasseh, who were
born to you in the land of Egypt before my coming to you
in Egypt, are mine; as Reuben and Simeon they are
mine. And your family, whom you will beget after them, are
yours, and shall be called after the name of their brothers
in their inheritance.
And I, even I, came from Padan Aram. Rachel died by me in
the land of Canaan in the way, when yet there was but a little
way to come to Ephrath, and I buried her there in the way of
Ephrath; it is Bethlehem.
And Israel saw Joseph’s sons and said, Who are these?
And Joseph said to his father, They are my sons, whom God
has given me in this place. And he said, Bring them now to
me, and I will bless them.
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And the eyes of Israel were heavy from age, so that he was
not able to see. And he brought them near to him; and he
kissed them, and embraced them.
And Israel said to Joseph, I had judged that I would not see
your face, and lo, God has caused me to see also your seed.
And Joseph brought them out from his knees, and he
prostrated himself with his nostrils to the earth.
And Joseph took the two, Ephraim in his right hand
toward Israel’s left hand and Manasseh in his left hand
toward Israel’s right hand, and brought them near to him.
And Israel sent out his right hand, and placed it on the head
of Ephraim, and he was the younger, and his left hand on
the head of Manasseh, his hands being intelligently
successful, because Manasseh was the firstborn.
And he blessed Joseph, and said, God, before whose face my
fathers Abraham and Isaac walked, the God who shepherded
me continuously to this day, The Messenger who redeemed
me from all evil, kneel down with goodness to the youths,
and let my name be called upon them, and the name of my
fathers, Abraham and Isaac; and let them spawn into
abundance in the midst of the earth.
And when Joseph saw that his father placed his right hand
on the head of Ephraim, it was evil in his eyes, and he held
up his father’s hand, to turn it from Ephraim’s head to
Manasseh’s head.
And Joseph said to his father, Not so, my father, because this
is the firstborn; put your right hand upon his head.
And his father refused, and said, I know by seeing, my son,
I know by seeing: he also shall become a people, and he also
shall be great; and on the contrary, his younger brother shall
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be greater than he, and his seed shall become a fullness of
peoples. (KJV “multitude of nations”)
And he blessed them that day, saying, Israel shall bless in you,
saying, God put you as Ephraim and as Manasseh, and he
put Ephraim before the face of Manasseh.
And Israel said to Joseph, Behold, I die, and God will be
with you, and return you to the land of your fathers.
And I have given you one neck above your brothers, which I
took out of the hand of the Amorite with my sword and with
my bow. GENESIS 48 Heritage Bible
This book is written from a British-Israel perspective. In British-Israel
thinking, America is Manasseh, the “great people” or “great nation” of
Genesis 48 Ephraim’s, of course Great Britain, the greater nation and a
multitude of nations (i.e. the British Empire and subsequently
Commonwealth). Since Manasseh is regarded as the “thirteenth tribe”
in Israel (Josephs tribe being divided into two – Ephraim and Manasseh),
the thirteen original stars on the US flag are symbolic of Manasseh. It
should be explained that, although much research has been done to show
the Mannassehite origins of many of the early colonists of America, her
status as Manasseh is more national than tribal, much like the Northern
Kingdom of Israel was often referred to as Ephraim or even Samaria in
Biblical times. This means that descendants of all twelve tribes can be
traced in America.
It is not within the scope of this book to go into detail concerning the
Israelite ancestry of the Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, Nordic and Germanic
peoples in America; other great books do this brilliantly. I would
recommend the classic Judah’s Sceptre and Joseph’s Birthright by J. H.
Allen, Des Thomas’s America: The Last Frontier For Manasseh and
Ted Weiland’s God’s Covenant People: Yesterday, Today And Forever.
It is precisely because America is Manasseh that she is the target of those
who would seek to destroy America by warping and twisting her D vine
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destiny in the earth. Americas weakness s that she s the “thirteenth tribe”
since thirteen is the number of rebellion in Scripture. America was
founded by rebelling against the British Crown. It is interesting that
Americans – even well-meaning ones and even some British-Israelite
Americans – celebrate American Independence Day as America s
breaking “free from tyranny” when, in fact, the independence “won”
by the fledgling States was contrived by Jesuit intrigue and skulduggery.
The great problem of America in the earth today is that everyone seems
to comply with this official version of events that the thirteen original
States threw off the oppressive tyranny of the Britsh Crown and gained
her “freedom” and independence. Generations of British-Israel scholars
on both sides of the Atlantic have seen this as both a necessary and
God-ordained event, necessary in that such rebellion had to take place
for America to become the “great nation” prophesied in Genesis 48 by
the patriarch Jacob.
In British-Israel circles, the losing of America by Great Britain is explained
in these verses from Isaiah:
For thy waste and thy desolate places, and the land of thy
destruction, shall even now be too narrow by reason of the
inhabitants, and they that swallowed thee up shall be far away.
The children which thou shalt have, after thou hast lost the
other, shall say again in thine ears, The place is too strait for
me: give place to me that I may dwell.
Then shalt thou say in thine heart, Who hath begotten me
these, seeing I have lost my children, and am desolate, a captive,
and removing to and fro? and who hath brought up these?
Behold, I was left alone; these, where had they been?
Thus saith the Lord YHWH, Behold, I will lift up mine hand
to the nations, and set up my standard to the people: and they
shall bring thy sons in their arms, and thy daughters shall be
carried upon their shoulders.
And kings shall be thy nursing fathers, and their queens thy
nursing mothers: they shall bow down to thee with their face
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toward the earth, and lick up the dust of thy feet; and thou shalt
know that I am YHWH: for they shall not be ashamed that
wait for me. ISAIAH 49:19-23
These verses explain how Israel in the isles lost one set of children before
going on to gain many more. This refers to Britain (Israel in the isles)
losing her American colony before the burgeoning days of colonization
in the Empire. Even though the first children had been lost i.e. the settlers
of New England had broken away from the Mother Country, those
which remained still found Britannia too cramped and sought other
territories. As these colonizing Britons went out across the globe, seeking
new places to dwell as the Scripture says, so did the Empire grow. The
Stone Kingdom of Daniel filled the whole earth. The British Empire
obtained millions of new “children” in its expansion.
As a British-Israelite, I hold with this interpretation. I believe these verses
apply to Britain losing the New England colony and to her subsequent
growing of the mighty British Empire. I can even concur that this loss of
New England was possibly in the economy of God, just as the split of
ancient Israel into two houses was (see 1 Kings chapters 11 and 12).
However, three things must be borne in mind. Firstly, the split of Israel
and Judah was to be temporary – both were to be joined in the one stick
of Ezekiel's prophecy (see Ezekiel 37:15-28). Therefore, just because
Israel split into two houses and it was in the plan of God, it was not to be
a permanent split. Secondly and to follow on from the first point the
Bible’s recording of Israel Britain’s losing her New England colony in no
way implies Divine approval or even permission for such loss.
The third thing that must be considered is the reason for this book. I believe
it will outrage some, infuriate others and bless those with an ear to hear.
It will topple decades of accepted belief in British-Israel circles. It will
crush vainglorious national pride in “Old Glory”-loving Americans. It will
devastate the pro-Zionist Christian right-wing faction.
I am referring to the Key of David. There is a dichotomy in the bosom
of Israel Identity believers in America. While many adhere to the central
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British-Israel doctrine of the British Throne being the earthly extension of
the Throne of David, they are proud to be Americans. I have no problem
with their patriotism. However, as I have said, America was born in
rebellion against that very Throne! Americans celebrate liberty from the
tyranny of this Throne, while claiming that this Throne is God-ordained
and that Jesus Christ Himself will return to sit on it!
The basic premise of this book is that America's problems internally
and internationally stem from this rebellion. It might not win me many
friends in the States to say so but someone has to say it. To far too many
British-Israelite believers America’s status as the G eat Nation of
Manasseh has excused this rebellion. It is often said that it is in the
Providence of God that America rebelled I don’t believe in Providence
as much as do “Thy will be done ” We use Providence to explain away
the inexcusable much of the time.
I am mindful of Psalm 89.
I have found David my servant; with my holy oil have I
anointed him:
With whom my hand shall be established: mine arm also shall
strengthen him. The enemy shall not exact upon him; nor the
son of wickedness afflict him. And I will beat down his foes
before his face, and plague them that hate him.
But my faithfulness and my mercy shall be with him: and in my
name shall his horn be exalted.
I will set his hand also in the sea, and his right hand in the
rivers.
He shall cry unto me, Thou art my father, my God, and the
rock of my salvation. Also I will make him my firstborn, higher
than the kings of the earth.
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My mercy will I keep for him for evermore, and my covenant
shall stand fast with him. His seed also will I make to endure
for ever, and his throne as the days of heaven. PSALM 89:20-29
Ths is God s stated purpose for human history, that the Throne of David
be the pre-eminent authority on planet earth. Another psalm, Psalm 72,
written for David’s son, Solomon, continues the theme of world dominion
promised to the House of David.
He shall have dominion also from sea to sea, and from the river
unto the ends of the earth. Yea, all kings shall fall down before
him: all nations shall serve him. PSALM 72:8,11
Could it be any clearer? Every ruler in every nation is to acknowledge
and pay tribute to the ultimate seat of authority on planet earth – the
Throne of David. Of course, this is Messianic in scope, looking forward
to the day when Jesus Himself shall reign over the nations, but there is an
undeniable element of this that is clearly historical i.e. prior to the return
of the Lord. If not, what value does the Throne have that He will come to
assume?
The Throne of David is God’s ordained seat on planet earth. And this is
where we see the other “America” come to the fore, with persistent
claims that she is the only superpower on earth and that the US President
is the “leader of the free world”. In light of Biblical revelations about the
Throne of David, this looks like the language of the usurper, does it not?
And this takes us back, as it always will, to America s being birthed in
rebellion against the Throne. No ultimate good can come of it. Even as I
write this, America is unravelling because the principles of freedom and
democracy she espouses so strongly are, when unmasked, more
manifestations of the age-old rebellion against God s rule.
America’s own history undoes her pretentious claims. Although
Americans of today cite the example of the Pilgrim Fathers as escaping
the oppressive atmosphere of England in regards to their Puritan faith,
the embarrassing truth is that, although the Pilgrims were seeking a place
to practise their faith in less restrictive conditions, they were staunchly
loyal to the very Throne that was allegedly persecuting them. As Gary North
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writes in Political Polytheism: “They characterized themselves as loyal
subjects of King James. Their purpose was twofold: the glory of God and
the honour of king and country.”
The question must be asked: would the godly men and women who sailed
in The Mayflower be proud of he America they would encounter today?
Would America be the land of the pilgrims’ pride or their shame? And
to go deeper, would they have approved of or been horrified by the
bastardised mix of Deism, Freemasonry, Jesuitry and diluted
Protestantism that framed the American Constitution and resulted in
men taking an oath to denounce loyalty to the British Throne?
It is easy to dismiss this as sour grapes on the part of we Brits. Sadly,
most Americans would take this stance and comfort themselves in their
“Land of the Free” ideology. However, Gods Word cannot be put aside.
The Throne of David is the Divine instrument chosen to head up the
nations. To neglect or reject this is to be a rebel. Americans who pride
themselves in their rebellion must realize that they are rebelling against
something. If that something is of God, then they are rebelling against
God.
This is not an argument for blind obedience to any monarch upon David’s
Throne Biblical and secular history both affirm that we have had more
than a few duds who wore the Crown. There were indeed times when the
greater benefit of the nation necessitated that a particular monarch be
opposed and/or removed. Cromwell’s instigation of the beheading of
Charles 1st would be vindicated by many an ardent Royalist, so nefarious
were the treacheries of that king.
It must be affirmed that our true loyalties must be to the Throne, not its
present incumbent. When an individual monarch is found to be worthy
of the glorious Crown he/she wears, it is like heaven on earth. But even
when we have a lukewarm sovereign or an outright scoundrel on the
Throne, we must remember our fealty is to the God-ordained office and
institution of the Davidic Dynasty.
The rebellion of late 18th century British colonies in North America was
not based on temporal dissatisfaction with British rule or taxation, but
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was a clearly-proven Jesuit plot fomented to destroy and undermine
British influence in the New World. The tragedy is that generations of
Americans since have celebrated their “liberty” from trumped-up British
tyranny, buying into Jesuit propaganda and inflicting their own rebellious
world view based on humanist principles upon lesser nations.
America’s program of democracy is the smokescreen for unbridled
capitalism, Zionism and American imperialism. Behind it all is the sinister
hand of the Jesuit Order. The imposition of this American Dream
(Nightmare) can be seen nowhere more clearly than Iraq. Whereas Iraq
was once ruled by an iron-fisted dictator, it is now ruled by chaos and
anarchy. All in the name of freedom and democracy, American-style.
When American politicians speak of freedom, they mean freedom from
the rule of the godly. They mean the freedom of secularism, where God
and State are inexorably separated and where the Law of God in His Word
is not binding upon the judiciary in any way. They have substituted
humanist and natural law for Divine Law. Americans love democracy,
which is the rule of the people and where the will of the people is
paramount. In theory, of course. In reality, America has been proven to be
dictatorial and bullying to any person or nation which dares to oppose her,
both inside and outside her borders.
Much is made of America being a Christian country yet this is a nonsense.
True, there are many Christians in America and they are free to practise
their faith. However, they are not free to impose the Law of God upon
the citizenry. America is governed by secular justice and principles.
Christians in America have had to battle for many years because of the
erosion of Christian symbols from public and government buildings,
such as the infamous removal in recent times of the Ten Commandments
from a courthouse.
America has usurped the place of head of the nations. This rightly
belongs to the United Kingdom since the Throne of David is here and
the Stone of Destiny is in our midst. Americans argue that they are by far
the most powerful nation on earth and so their might becomes the right
to rule. The same argument could have been made for Egypt, Assyria,
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Babylon and Rome back in Bible days. Yet Christians believe that Israel
was the most powerful nation on earth because the Israelites were God’s
Chosen People.
The key, as I have stated, is the Throne of David. That Throne is an eternal
one which is backed by a covenant oath of Almighty God. The ultimate
occupant of that Throne is the Lord Jesus Himself. All opposition to
that Throne will be quelled by God. Enemies to that Throne will be
beaten down and crushed America s place as an Israel te nation, yes,
even the very Manasseh nation prophesied by the patriarch Jacob, is not
disputed. However, ALL nations must serve the British Throne.
America began as New England. It was loyal to the British Crown for a
century and a half, until plots against Britain conned many of the colon
sts to shake off British “tyranny” and declare independence. For many
Americans, that was the beginning of glorious freedom. However, in
truth, it was not real freedom IN God, but freedom FROM God. The
“other” America the America of the Deists and Masons, had triumphed.
The light of “Liberty” had been switched on but it was Illuminist liberty.
America had rejected the Divine instrument of the Throne of David
for government of the people by the people for the people. “We, the
People” became America’s humanist motto. As Gary North clearly
demonstrates in Political Polytheism, the American People became their
own god. This, of course, is the age-old Luciferian doctrine that man is
his own saviour and god.
The will of God was removed and the will of the people prevailed. Even
to this day, apologists for the framers of the American Constitution try to
convince the gullible that America was founded upon Christian
principles. That genuine Christians were present and influential in the
forming of the American nation, there is no doubt. But so were Deists,
Freemasons and Jesuits. These could also talk at great length about the
Divine and God. The point is, America was not founded in covenant fealty
to YHWH at east not in the intentions of those who weren’t genuine
Christians.
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If you have the intestinal fortitude to read it. I recommend F. Tupper
Saussy’s mind blowing book on the Jesuit Order and their intricate
involvement in the framing and adopting of the American Declaration of
Independence. The book is called Rulers Of Evil and it has to be one of
the most astonishing miracles in the history of publishing that this highly
explosive book was published by a mainstream publisher such as Harper
Collins. This masterful work will demolish any lingering naivety you
may have on the real nature of America’s break with the Davidic Throne.
It is not for the fainthearted and I don’t mean that in any clichéd sense.
One warning: the last couple of chapters should be avoided as they are
hopelessly flawed and depressing. Some British-Israelites may also take
umbrage at his comments on the public seals of American government.

Chapter Three
LET FREEDOM RING
I want to make it clear that this book is not about bashing America. It is
easy to indulge in America-bashing; the Yanks are a big target and they
ask for it so much! But, like many British people, I was brought up with
great respect for the USA and for the American people. It wouldn’t be
stretching it too far to say that from an early age I have had a strong
spiritual affinity with and love for the United States. I was brought up
believing in the Special Relationship between Britain and the US and I
still do. In many respects, my British patriotism was accompanied by a
proxy patriotism to the Stars and Stripes. This may have been partly due
to a steady diet of John Wayne/ Cavalry/War movies, admittedly!
Americans are our natural allies and have been for many years. Regardless
of the legitimacy of many of the wars we have fought in as allies together,
the UK and the US still tend to see each other as automatic partners and
friends. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the aftermath of 9-11,
where Britain practically opened its arms to Americans living here and
joined them in their grief at those dreadful events.
But being a big fan of America and a lot of its culture does not mean that
one can’t criticise those things about America that are plain wrong It s
one’s duty to do so as a Christian. Not, of course, in any self-righteously
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hypocritical way. Americans could easily respond to what is in this book
by detailing the sins and shortcomings of the United Kingdom. And they
would be right to do so. Also, like America, our politicians here in the UK
like to preach about democracy and freedom Western-style to non-Western
countries, whilst presiding over increasingly godless states themselves.
The infection of democracy is as virulent here in Britain as it is in the
US. More and more power-hungry politicians have usurped power in the
UK, reducing the Throne of David to a figurehead monarchy, while
promoting their own Babylonian ideas.
Statism is not an American disease; it is as old as man. God-rejecting
people are still trying to build their towers of Babel. The tragedy of it
is that the democracy lie has gripped the Israel nations and is constantly
and desperately put forth by them as the answer to all international
problems. “If ony a l nations would adopt the democratic model” is the
cry of Western politicians. To the believer in such stuff, democracy equals
freedom. To the Christian with a modicum of good sense, democracy
equals death. Why? Do the math. If you can get enough clueless sinners
to vote for you, you can usher in a whole new raft of Christ-rejecting
legislation such as abortion on demand, same-sex marriage as a civil right
and funds for all kinds of unbiblical stuff. That is democracy. It is
manipulation of the people by the people for the people.
The statist model practised and promulgated by Americans is the land of
make-believe. In effect, it is make-believe there is no God. Or, even more
wickedly in a sense, reduce God to a spectator Supreme Being. This s the
impersonal “god” of Deism. This imaginary god has no direct influence
or intimate relationship with his people; in fact he doesn’t have a people
as such. To this god, all men are created equal and he deals with mankind
through nebulous principles of liberty, fraternity, justice rather than in a
personal, dynamic, relational way. This god is not the Christian God and so
neither the nation nor its people need be Christian. You can be an American
of any faith, including none, just as you can be British regardless of your
faith.
This is not “progress” though even many Christians swallow the lie
that such pluralism is laudable. In fact, it s rebellion. Try worshipping
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false gods in ancient Israel under Moses’ or Joshua’s ministry. Try being
a Baal-worshipper in David’s reign as k ng. Yet you can be anything you
like n the democracies of the West these days. Except of course, a true
Christian...
We like to think we know more or are more tolerant than they were back
in the Old Covenant. That’s why we prattle on about walking in love
and being tolerant No, it s just cowardice. Christian people have let the
godless take over the nations of the West. Now the lunatics are running
the asylum. While we read our Left Behind novels and watch mindless
“Christian” television, the God-haters pass their Christ-rejecting laws.
The great lie in the earth today is the lie of democracy. It is man’s attempt
to throw off the rule of God and create his own Garden of Eden, forbidden
fruit and all. Democracy creates a level playing field for all faiths and
ideologies; it celebrates the equality of men and dresses it up as God’s
idea. However, reality has a nasty habit of kicking in with the awkward
truth that not all men are created equal or, at least, born equal. Nor is
equality God’s idea. That's why He put the Book of Proverbs in the
Bible. Some men are fools, some are wise. Some are wicked, others
are righteous. Some are lazy, while others are diligent. And so on...
Some people are born with genetic errors that mean they are disfigured
or pre-programmed genetically to die younger than others. A faithful
proponent of democracy will chip in here with the rider that all have equal
rights, if not privileges. Yet again, this is flawed thinking. Should the lazy
bum who has never worked a day in his life and mooches off the State
have the same rights as the industrious man who works hard to run a
business which keeps hundreds in gainful employment? In a democracy,
both men have one vote. The mooch will use it to vote for a party which
promises it will tax the diligent guy more in order to give mooches more
benefits. And if that party can get enough mooches to vote for it, it is
elected. It may be democratic but is it just?
No-one will deny that equal rights matter when it comes to the legal
system; however Legal Aid schemes actually punish the wealthy while
allowing the idle to pursue cases where they cannot lose financially if
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they don t win in court. This system set up to help the poor seek justice
actually now is punitive to the rich, who face financial ruin if they lose in
court.
Under the banner of equality, democracy has actually trampled upon mans
freedoms and rights. This is because democracy is a lie. It is not Biblical
nor can it be argued from the Bible. The Bible teaches that God wants to
have direct rule over man, as direct as possible. This is not because God
is a tyrant; it is because He knows that man-made systems of government
produce more injustice than justice. In the Old Testament, God ruled through
the judges system until, relenting to pressure from the populace in the
Prophet Samuel’s time He al owed Israel to have a king. The criterion for
kingship was just as strict as for judges, however, as evinced by these
words of advice given by King David to his son, Solomon:
Now these be the last words of David. David the son of Jesse
said, and the man who was raised up on high, the anointed of
the God of Jacob, and the sweet psalmist of Israel, said, The
Spirit of YHWH spake by me, and his word was in my tongue.
The God of Israel said, the Rock of Israel spake to me, He
that ruleth over men must be just, ruling in the fear of God.
And he shall be as the light of the morning, when the sun
riseth, even a morning without clouds; as the tender grass
springing out of the earth by clear shining after rain. 2
SAMUEL 23:1-4
It can be no plainer. He who rules over others must himself be just and
must rule in the fear of God. You cannot be just or rule in the fear of God
if you preside over a secular government i.e. one which is not submitted
to and ruled by Almighty God. People – even so-called Christian people
– think such notions are crazy today. Yes, it’s good to think your President
or Prime Minister prays but the entire government submitted to God? Or
the entire legal system based on the Word of God? You cannot be serious!
That people think such things are fantastical is proof of how far we have
fallen into the stinking pit of secularism i.e. the separating of God from
direct rule through the governmental and judicial structures of the nation.
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We have reduced God to a private matter. This is monstrous rebellion.
For the nation to be Christian, God must rule over the nation and His
dominion must be in every part of the national life, culture and
government. Rights must be determined upon how a man stands in
relation to God and his fellow Christians. In short, no unbeliever or
worshipper of false gods would be given a citizen’s right to vote, if indeed
any semblance of democracy still remained. Equality would be parcelled
out upon conditions of faith and fealty to the national covenant with
YHWH God , not upon the Iluminst’s Luciferian doctrine of inherent
human right.
This speaks directly to the heart of America because America is the
primary exponent of democracy and promulgates it vigorously throughout
the earth, almost as if it was Biblical truth. However, as we have seen,
there is nothing Bible about democracy; it is based on the age-old heresy
that man is his own master and not answerable to the Living God.
When men make laws that are contrary to the civic code of the Law of
God as revealed in His Word they cannot claim God’s blessing upon
their nation To become an American you must make a pledge of
allegiance to the United States flag and to the Republic for which the
flag stands. This is not a covenant oath to YHWH God but to a humanist
system of government. The pledge to the Republic is a reiteration of the
denunciation of loyalty to the British Crown. It is demonstrably influenced
by the works of Cardinal Robert Bellarmine, a private theologian to Pope
Clement VIII. Bellarmine was the inventor of libertine theology and his
anti-monarchist teachings were used by the Jesuits to influence the
birthing of the American Republic.
America was born in rebelion to God’s appointed Throne in the earth,
the Throne of David. Such a foundation makes it impossible for America
to be truly free since true freedom is under God-ordained authority, not in
opposition to it. The freedom America preaches so relentlessly to the
nations today is the freedom of rebellion. America preaches the Novus
Ordo Seclorum, the new secular world order free from the constraints of
YHWH’s dominion. Even American adherents of British-Israel gloss over
the rebellion aspect of American history and claim Divine approval for it.
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However, God is not going to set up the Throne of David in the earth,
command all kings and nations to pay homage to it and then bless
rebellion to it.
Some will say that America is clearly a nation blessed by Almighty God
so my argument is blown away. However, I say that if America is blessed,
it is in spite of her rebellion, not because of it and the blessing owes more
to the faithfulness of American Christians than to its national constitution.
The true nature of America is increasingly being seen more and more
as it ramps up its aggressive neo-con agenda on behalf of Zionism, riding
roughshod over the nations of the earth in a naked grab for power.

Chapter Four
THY NAME I LOVE
Millions of schoolchildren are taught the world over that Christopher
Columbus discovered America in 1942, even though he didn’t actually
reach the mainland, however, in 1494, John Cabot did and planted the
banners of England and France, along with the lion of St Mark of Venice
on the new found land (Newfoundland) in what is now Canada. The laws
of discovery accepted at this time meant that first claim upon a landmass
went to the country who discovered it. Since the New World was one
continent, John Cabot, who had sailed from Bristol, was the true discoverer
of America and his planting of the royal banner of the English Throne
meant he claimed the continent for the English Crown. Cabot sought help
from King Henry VII, the English king, upon his return and Henry
protected Cabot’s discovery by granting him a royal charter.
Because Cabot’s voyages were being spied upon by agents of the Spanish
inquisition King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain obtained a Papal
Bull from the notoriously wicked Alexander Borgia which granted the
American landmass to Spain and threatened to excommunicate any
sovereign who defied the Bull.
Cabot returned to the New World in 1497, this time landing at Maine. He
named the New World Amerike after his friend, a Bristol merchant called
Richard Amerike, who helped to finance his voyages. Cabot made another
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voyage in 1498 but was killed along with his crew in 1499 off the coast
of Venezuela by Alonso de Hojeda. Hojeda was sent by Ferdinand and
Isabella to intercept and slaughter John Cabot. This paved the way for
Columbus to be the “discoverer” of the New World and for Spain to claim
ownership of it.
Right from the outset, America has been a battleground between the
Throne of David and Babylon. This battle is not always clear-cut; it has
many subtle complexities to it. As well as the open warfare which took
place between the Catholic nations and England over territorial rights in
the New World. There had been a far more insidious “fifth coloumn”
approach by Babylon to infiltrate the New World and destroy from within
the Divine purpose for America. This even extends to the name America.
As we have seen, John Cabot sought to name the New World after his
friend and backer Richard Amerike. However, it is claimed that America
is named after a banker called Amerigo Vespucci. Interestingly, he was a
member of the Hojeda expedition which was a murder squad sent out to
assassinate Cabot and his crew. Even to the detail of the name, Rome was
carefully meticulous in its attempts to steal the New World from the British
Throne.
The Vatican’s hand in the history of what today the States of America is
evident to anyone who decides to look beneath the veneer both of
American Christianity and of so-called religious liberty.
Of course, it is well-documented that Israelites had reached the Americas,
certainly from Solomon’s navy and likely before this. Indeed Steven M.
Collins, in his brilliant book The “Lost” Ten Tribes Of Israel – Found!
States that “there was a significant Israelite civilization in North America
during the life of Christ”. Collins also expertly links the ancient
Quetzalcoatl legends of the ancient Americas with Jesus Christ and claims
that Jesus Himself visited the continent during His “lost” eighteen years.
He also states that “ancient New World legends even record that he (Jesus)
returned to the Old World aware of the destiny of self‑ sacrifice which
was ahead of him.
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It is not surprising to consider that Jesus would visit the American
continent if Israelites were settled there; He Himself stated He was sent
to the lost sheep of the House of Israel. In addition, Christian symbols
dating from possibly the first century AD have been found in parts of
America. Also, Christian Vikings are known to have travelled to the New
World long before Columbus or Cabot. The point is, that the American
continent has clearly been under the watchful eye of Almighty God for
millennia and is integral to His strategic purpose. In the last few decades,
mighty revivals of Protestant Christianity have been taking place in
countries like Argentina, Colombia and Brazil, breaking the fetters of
Romanism which have gripped these nations for so long. Although this
book is specifically about the USA, it is important to place the US in its
continental context. Clearly, the USA’s dominance in the American
continental region makes its spiritual condition all the more a matter of
concern.
If the USA gets right with YHWH, its ability to lead the continent of
America into right standing with YHWH surely increases. The message
of this book is that the US is not right with YHWH, notwithstanding the
prominent role of US Christianity and the many worldwide ministries that
are based in the States, many of whom proclaim the rightness and moral
superiority of America.
The simple truth is, and I do not apologise for repeating it throughout this
book, that the USA cannot be completely in line with YHWH God’s
purpose until it owns the British monarchy as its constitutional head, thus
undoing the rebellion of 1776. What is independence and revolution to
Americans is rebellion to God. This is the source of Americas malaise.
For Americans to claim their pres dent to be leader of the free world is
not only laughable since the “free” world is not truly free it is in distinctly
direct contradiction and opposition to Gods stated purpose, which is that
the Throne of David be the true world superpower.
The anointed monarch from David’s loins is to be higher than the kings
of the earth and all kings and rulers must fall at his/her feet. In addition,
all nations shall serve this monarch. At present, the President of the USA
is usurping this role and Americans in their prideful rebellion support him.
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Yet it is the Throne of David that is God’s appointed instrument of world
dominion on planet earth It is from this Throne that Jesus will reign when
He returns.

Chapter Five
WHOSE BROAD STRIPES AND BRIGHT STARS
The world changed on September 11th 2001. There is no doubt about
that. September 11th was the watershed event that started us on a course
toward war in the Middle East. The official version is that nineteen radical
Muslims hijacked and guided four planes, flying two into the twin towers
of the World Trade Centre in New York, one into the Pentagon and the
fourth crashed, presumably by a mutiny of the passengers who were being
held hostage.
If this version were true, then life on planet earth would be a much simpler
thing. We could all go back to the good old days where America and Britain
fought on the side of right and everyone who opposed us were the bad
guys. However, when you begin to pry beyond the official version, along
with taking a good look at other factors that are involved, you begin to
see that 9/11, far from being the most outrageous act of terror perpetrated
by a seeming enemy, is actually the biggest manoeuvre yet in a game the
Americans have become increasingly expert at over the years.
I am referring to what is known as false flag operations.
False flag ops are operations carried out by the military of a country who
carry out a vicious attack such as a massacre while “f lying the flag” of
another. Sometimes this is done literally; at other times the false flag op
will use the modus operandi of the group they wish to be blamed for the
atrocity, so that people will assume it was done by them. This tactic
is used when a government wants to inflame its own citizens into
supporting a war against an enemy, or to enlist the help of other nations
in a war. It is way beyond the use of propaganda since the country
employing the false flag manoeuvre has to literally slaughter people
while disguised as the enemy. Therefore, it isn’t warfare but co
d-blooded murder. These fake acts of terrorism are intended to incite
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the masses into outrage and thus provide a justifiable platform for acts
of reprisal. Another excellent by-product of false flag ops is that they help
to control a population through fear.
These government-created “crises” are nothing new. In ancient Rome, the
Emperor Nero burned Rome and blamed it on the Christians. Hitler burned
the Reichstag and blamed it on Communists. The Nazis also faked terrorist
attacks in a pseudo campaign called Operation Himmler, intended to
justify invading Poland. Of course, the attacks were blamed on the Poles.
There was a US plot in 1962 called Operation Northwoods to stage
terrorist atrocities that were to be blamed on Fidel Castro as a justification
for invading Cuba. These atrocities included hijacking aircraft, the sinking
of an American ship and attacks on cities in the US. They would be
implemented by black ops units within US Intelligence.
There is substantial evidence that both US and British governments have
employed false flag ops as an integral part of their military and foreign
policy over the years, both with the deployment of their own forces and
by the instigation, funding and support of indigenous forces in many areas.
Please be very clear about this. We are not talking here about covert
ops in a theatre of war where the US and British militaries would
co-operate and support e.g. the French Resistance or other home-grown
militia. No, we are talking about situations where America and Britain
would deliberately instigate war or carry out terrorist actions by nefarious
means, resulting in the deaths very often of thousands of people, in order
to advance “our interests” abroad. I am sure that everyone reading this w
ll conclude that “our interests” could never be advanced by the use of
cowardly, murderous means.
Given this backdrop of substantial false flag activities, there is a massive
groundswell of opinion that 9/11 was an “inside job”, planned and
executed by black-ops units in the American Intelligence community,
with the help of Mossad, to enable America to invade Afghanistan and
Iraq on the pretext of the “War On Terror”. The problem for people who
scoff at this as the fantasy of Internet cranks is that many of these “cranks”
are academics, including people like David Ray Griffin, who, faced with
teeming mountains of incontrovertible evidence, have come to the only
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conclusion it is possible to reach: people in the American government
are responsible in the perpetration of 9/11.
Polls of US policemen and firefighters have been conducted which reveal
that a majority of both now believe that 9/11 was an inside job, orchestrated
by the CIA and/or other agencies. If people who we could reasonaby expect
to be “in the know” considering their expertise knowledge and access to
Ground Zero believe it was an inside job, it was an inside job. In addition,
about half of all New Yorkers believe that their government was involved
in implementing or allowing 9/11. You could argue that these statistics are
astonishing, though surely not as astonishing as the fact that Americans
are not marching on Washington to overthrow the corruption ensconced
there!
Various experts are convinced that the responsibility for 9/11 lies with
US authorities. One of these, Bill Christison, was the former Director
of the CIA s Office of Regional and Political Analysis. He had a 28-year
career with the CIA. Originally derogatory of those who claimed 9/11
was a conspiracy, he is now a firm believer, having examined the evidence
thoroughly, that the collapse of the three towers at Ground Zero was an
inside job and that the towers fell due to controlled demolitions.
Steven E. Jones, a highly-respected physics professor at Brigham Young
University in Utah, is also convinced that the WTC buildings were
collapsed by controlled demolitions. It must be remembered that the
official version claims that the steel structures of the Twin Towers melted
due to the high temperatures of burning jet fuel, causing their collapse.
However, since temperatures of 5,000 degrees Fahrenheit are required
to melt steel, and combusted diesel jet fuel doesn't reach those
temperatures that version has holes in it to say the least. There is an
enormous body of literature and Internet content covering this very topic
and it is one of the most convincing evidences that 9/11 is not explained
by the official account.
In regard to the collapse of WTC7, a peripheral building in the WTC
complex, there is a great deal of mystery. WTC7 sustained no discernible
damage on 9/11; no airplane struck it. Yet a few hours after the planes
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struck the Twin Towers, WTC7 collapsed. Again, this had all the
hallmarks of a conventional demolition. Although the perceived
explanation is that the building fell due to internal fires, only two small
fires were visible on two floors of the building. Buildings nearer the Twin
Towers with far more fire damage and collateral damage from their
collapse did not fall.
The man who owned the World Trade Centre complex, Larry Silverstein,
claimed in a 2002 documentary that he along with the NYFD, decided
to “pull” WTC7 on the day of the attack. This is industry jargon for
contained demolition with explosives. The question remains: How come
the explosives were in place to “pull” WTC7? Silverstein Propert es
invested an estimated $386 million in this building. In February 2002,
Industrial Risk Insurers paid out $861 million to rebuild on the site.
Almost three thousand people lost their lives in the attack on the World
Trade Centre. But Larry Silverstein’s company made almost $500 mlli on
profit on this building alone!
Dr Robert Bowman, a retired Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Air
Force, who flew 101 combat missions in Vietnam and has received
dozens of awards and honours, including the Eisenhower Medal, is
adamant in his belief that 9/11 was perpetrated by, or at least allowed to
happen by the Bush administration. Dr Bowman served under Presidents
Ford and Carter on the “Star Wars” program. Indeed, he was the first to use
the term in 1977. This is a man with excellent “inside information” on the
workings of government, the military and the security apparatus in the
States.
Perhaps one of the most sensational stories about the fateful events
that took place on September 11th 2001 concerns Stanley Hilton, a former
Chief of Staff to Republican Senator Bob Dole and thus another insider,
who claims that George Bush directly authorised the attacks of 9/11.
Hilton has known people like Donald Rumsfeld and Paul Wolfowitz for
decades. Wolfowitz is the President of the World Bank and was a massive
infuence on the Bush administration’s decision to go to war in Iraq.
He is the author of the Wolfowitz Doctrine, which received a makeover
in early 2002 and became the Bush Doctrine. This policy statement sees
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America abandoning its traditional isolationist approach for a new,
aggressive, military-backed expansionism throughout the world,
particularly in “hot spots” where American interests are threatened. It is
very much a pre-emptive strike approach rather than a re-active one.
Hilton went to the University of Chicago in the 1960’s with Wolfowitz and
other neo-cons, studying under leading neo-conservative thinker Leo
Strauss. Interestingly, Hilton claims that he did his senior thesis at the
University on “how to turn the U. S. into a presidential dictatorship by
manufacturing a bogus Pearl Harbour event.” This typifies, accord ng
to Hilton, the “deluded thinking” of neo-cons. He claims he has both
documentary evidence and eye-witness testimony that incriminates
George Bush in 9/11. He is quoted as saying. This (9/11) was a l
planned. This was a government ordered operation. Bush personally
signed the order. He personally authorized the attacks. He is guilty of
treason and mass murder.”
Hiltons work in organ sing a lawsuit on behalf of families who lost loved
ones in 9/11 has been hampered by bureaucratic meddling and also FBI
harassment. He has been threatened and intimidated in his attempts to
bring things into the light that many officials in the Bush
administration want very much to be kept in the dark.
There are also unanswered questions in relation to business connections
between the Bush family and Osama bin Laden. This includes welldocumented reports that George Bush Snr had meetings with bin Ladens
family twice in the run-up to 9/1 1. There is also a rumour that Daddy
Bush attended a meeting with the bin Laden family in December 2001,
along with Frank Carlucci and James Baker. Osama bin Ladens brother
was an investor in George Bush Jnr’s first business venture. There are
clear business links between the Bushes and bin Ladens going back over
thirty years.
In addition to this, despite bin Laden being America’s most wanted
criminal by the summer of 2001, with a $5 million bounty on his head,
the Americans had continual knowledge of his movements in the run-up
to 9/11. Astonishingly, bin Laden was in an American hospital in Dubai
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for two weeks in July 2001, where he was treated by an American surgeon,
Dr Terry Callaway. In addition to being visited by the head of Saudi
Intelligence, on July 12th he was also visited by the local CIA agent, Larry
Mitchell. The question is: Why? There is evidence to suggest that it was to
receive a briefing on the upcoming events of 9/11.
This visit by a CIA agent to the bedside of bin Laden, ostensibly Public
Enemy Number One in America, highlights the nature of American
Intelligence. Like Britain, the US operates a Janus-faced approach to
intelligence and espionage. In Britain, MI5 looks inward to domestic
matters while MI6 looks outward to foreign affairs. The FBI and the CIA
perform the same respective tasks for the US although there are other
agencies, as well as “agencies within agencies”, in both countries. This
“two-faced” (i.e. hypocritical) approach to security allows the
Cryptocracy to operate within the blind spots and gaps that inevitably
arise with the dual-agency scenario.
A victim of such two-facedness was the American FBI agent, John
O’Neil. He was regarded as one of the most capable and knowledgeable
experts on al-Qaeda within the American intelligence community, yet he
resigned on August 22nd 2001, fed up with consistent blocking of his
investigations by the White House. O’Neill was investigating al-Qaeda’s
links to the Saudi royal family but this was too volatile for both corporate
interests in the US and the CIAs intricate involvement in the Middle East..
John O ’Ne ll started his new job as Director of Security at the World Trade
Centre on September 10th 2001. That very day he repeated his constant
warning that a big terrorist atrocity was imminent on American soil.
The following day, he was one of the nearly three thousand killed in the
Twin Towers, perhaps conveniently for those tru y responsible for the
attack, since O’Neill’s bulldog tenacity in getting to the truth in
investigations was legendary.
The tensions between the CIA, concerned with their own agendas on the
foreign stage, and the FBI, whose job is defence of the American
mainland, provde a perfect arena for “black ops” activities. This means
that agencies within agencies (black ops units) can either collude with
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terrorist groups, helping them to carry out atrocities which further
strategic interests such as creating the right national mood to invade
Afghanistan and Iraq, or that these agencies within agencies can carry out
the atrocities themselves and then blame the “evil empire” terrorist
network. The old false flag scam, in other words.
There are gaping holes in the official version of 9/11. The story has
constantly changed as one astute observer after another has cast a
penetrating light on the US governments account of what really happened
and forced climb downs, retractions and revisions. It used to be that people
who suggested conspiracy over 9/11 were regarded as cranks; now people
who affirm their belief in the official version of events are regarded as
naïve.
It is not impossible, given the segregated nature of American Intelligence,
for one agency within the intelligence network to plot and implement a
large-scale terrorist attack to further “national interests”. Such a scenario
is highly plausible and the his ory of both the UK and USA is laced with
such situations, both in domestic situations and abroad. It is also a familiar
plot line in many movies and television dramas.
One consequence of 9/11, arguably the intended one, was that America, with
the help of Britain, invaded Iraq in 2003. This was part of the War On
Terror, which, translated means the War On Radical Islam for Zionist
purposes. Saddam Hussein’s alleged support of al-Qaeda was cited as
justification for such a massive military project along with his “evil”
intention to use weapons of mass destruction on the West. In Britain it
was announced that would there would only be about 40 minutes of
warning before Saddam’s vast arsenal of long-range weapons would rain
down on the UK.
Such weapons have never been found, to the embarrassment of US and
British officials. No links to al-Qaeda have been proven. In fact, Saddam
is regarded to have been hostile towards alQaeda. This highlights the
major difficulty in justifying the invasion of Iraq as a credible aspect of
the War On Terror. Iraq under Saddam was regarded as a secular state i.e.
it was moderately Muslim. Radicalised Islamist groups such as the Taliban
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would have received short shrift under Iraq’s regime. Saddam brooked
no potential competition to his rule. The instability caused by radicalised
groups would be a source of possible opposition that Saddam could not
and did not tolerate.
By 2000, America needed to take a firm grip militarily of the Middle East
region. This was due to various factors, one being the vast reserves of oil
in the Caspian Sea region. This oil had to come by pipeline down from
Turkmenisatan, through Afghanistan into Pakistan. There were no
problems a few years back when the Taliban, who, with the help of the
CIA had been installed as the ruling group in Afghanistan, gave
assurances that development and operation of the pipeline could go ahead.
However, the Taliban started to get ideas above their station and, along
with posing problems for the vital ol pipeline, also scuppered the CIA’s
trade in opium.
It may come as a surprise to some that one of the biggest drug-dealing
organisations in the world is America’s Central Intelligence Agency. The
money raised from drug sales is used to fund “off-book” activities, things
that the CIA don’t want Congress o the American public to know about.
Considering that the annual American budget for intelligence services in
America officially is around $30 billion, it poses the question: why do they
need to do that much spying? Given the amount spent annually on
intelligence, we could be forgiven for wondering why it seems in such
short supply in relation to foreign policy...
Prior to 1980, there was virtually no opium production in Afghanistan.
A consequence of the CIA’s support of Afghan rebels and the subsequent
Taliban regime is that Afghanistan became, in less than 20 years, the
producer of about 80% of the world’s heroin. This was all done with the
support of and under the instigation of the CIA. However, at around the
same time as the Taliban were proving to be problematic with the oil
pipeline, they also shut down the opium production in Afghanistan,
reducing the heroin supply from that country to a trickle. This resulted in
vast loss of revenue for the CIA and the drug barons within the American
establishment. Something had to be done. And it couldn’t be done by
indigenous forces on the ground since the Taliban were too powerful.
Only an invasion by American military forces could topple the Taliban.
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Yet what pretext could be sold to the American public for invading
Afghanistan, a nation whose “freedom fighters” wee accorded hero status
for resisting Soviet invasion only a few years ago? It had to be something
big. Something monstrous. Something sickeningly terrible. 9/11 fit the
bill perfectly.
It also provided, as we have seen, the warped justification for invading
Iraq. Now America, that country which loves to portray itself as a defender
of freedom, has a firm foothold in the Eurasia region, due to undoubted
expansionist aggression and, as is overwhelmingly obvious to all but the
most diehard sceptics, thanks to one of the biggest false flag operations
in history. If the Bush administration were responsible in any way for
the terrible events of September 11th 2001, they are guilty of genocide
within their own borders as well as being mass murderers of hundreds of
thousands in Afghanistan and Iraq. America needed Pearl Harbour in 1941
to justify getting involved in WW2. And America needed a Pearl
Harbour-type-event in 2001 to justify its expansionist plans in the Middle
East. In 9/11, it got exactly that. The collapse of the Twin Towers
propelled America and the world into a whole new era. Nothing was
off-limits after 9/11 and both Afghanistan and Iraq are the proof of that.
America’s involvement in false flag ops, to say nothing of more overt
aggressive actions in various places throughout the world, prove that, far
from being the champion of the oppressed, Uncle Sam is arguably the
biggest bully on the block. Although the image of the USA as
isolationist and inward-looking has been carefully contrived, it masks the
reality that few countries can claim to be more expansionist, meddlesome
and downright aggressive. America has bombed many countries over the
last few decades in a clearly hostile, non-defensive way. It is not wrong to
say that the United States is perhaps the biggest terrorist threat on planet
earth.
There is something deeply wrong at the heart of America. As we have seen,
this can be traced to the very origins of the nation. A rejection of the
biblical Throne of David can benefit no nation in the long run. Also, the
machinations of Jesuitry and popery feature prominently in the forming
of the American Republic. And America’s culpability in some of the
most inglorious political and military events of the 20th century besmirch
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the honour of its citizenry. The neo-cons presently running America are
but the latest and most overt manifestation of a malaise that runs through
the core of this nation. This malaise is the counterfeit of the Divine
Blueprint for America – the infamous New World Order.
What America stands for depends on whether you are looking from the
perspective of God’s Vision for her, or the Masonic/Deist/New World
Order point of view. The problem is that people imbued with the latter
viewpoint are very adept at using language, symbols and rhetoric which
dupe the gullible into thinking they are Christian. These people can
inspire ordinary Americans into supporting their vicious agenda, which
is not to make America a nation that glorifies God, but to crush all
opposition to its world-domination plans.
Americans pledge allegiance to the flag and the US national anthem is
about the Stars and Stripes. As a boy growing up, I believed the
propaganda that the US flag stood for right and freedom just as much as
the Union Jack did. Because I know many Americans are good, decent
people, I still like to believe that about the Stars and Stripes. I know that Old
Glory does represent something good and true, just as I think the Union
Jack does, even though both flags have been hijacked and abused by
God-hating bureaucrats and warmongers in both the United States and
Britain. It hurts me to think that these flags should really be emblems of
hope and deliverance to the oppressed of the world, although in reality
they have been used in a terrible way at times by our military forces in
repressive and unjust campaigns.
America and Britain have been hijacked by globalists and Statists who
make the regime of George Orwell’s 1984 look like a benevolent
foundation. They have poisoned the populace of both nations to believe
the lie that democracy is the only legitimate system of government.
Another cunning deception is that the will of Capitol Hill and Parliament
is paramount and that legislation passed by our politicians is sacrosanct.
Perhaps the biggest lie of all is that the President and the Prime Minister
are the highest authorities in the US and UK respectively. The truth, as
we have seen, is that the reigning monarch of the British Throne is the
highest authority, not only in Britain but on planet earth. The constant
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promulgation of the incumbent American President as the leader of the
free world is both a lie and an act of defiance to God’s ordained order.
Many Christians in America lament the things I have written about here.
Some even go so far as to identify America itself with the last days
Babylon, spoken of in the Bible. David Ray Griffin, author of The New
Pearl Harbor and Christian Faith And The Truth Behind 9/11, makes
no apologies for saying unequivocally that, to all intents and purposes,
America today is Rome. By this he means that America has taken up
Rome’s mantle as the all-encompassing, brutal State that has been the
dream of bureaucrats and power-mongers throughout the ages.
It may be taking things too far to say that America is Babylon, though
it is undeniable that Babylon can be found in America. All the ingredients
of Babylon are present in the United States. Of course Babylon is
traditionally the enemy of God’s people. However, another age-old
enemy of the people of God can be found in America today. That enemy
is Edom, in the form of Zionism.
America has become a puppet in the hands of Zionists and American
foreign policy is run virtually entirely for the benefit of the State of Israel.
This explains why America, along with Britain, constantly looks for ways
to provoke the Muslims of the world into a Middle East war. Muslims are
the new patsies, manipulated for Zionist ends (this is explained more
fully in my book The Conspiracy Against Muslims). Many of the leading
neocons in the US are Zionist Jews, whose formulation of American
foreign policy doesn’t even attempt to conceal its true purpose – the
betterment of the Israeli State.
Most American Jews are Ashkenazi and, although there is some dispute
about their racial origins being primarily Japhetic, the Talmudic practices
of these Jews came from the influence of Edomite Jewry. Even if racially
the Ashkenazi have little of Edom in them, their philosophy and mindset
contains clearly discernible Edomite origins.
This is why the prophet Obadiah foretold the eventual doom of Edom
in the heartland of Ashkenazi Jewry:
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The vision of Obadiah. Thus saith the Lord YHWH concerning
Edom; We have heard a rumour from YHWH, and an
ambassador is sent among the heathen, Arise ye, and let us rise
up against her in battle.
Behold, I have made thee small among the heathen: thou art
greatly despised.
The pride of thine heart hath deceived thee, thou that dwellest in
the clefts of the rock, Though thou exalt thyself as the eagle,
and though thou set thy nest among the stars, thence will I
bring thee down, saith YHWH. OBADIAH vs 1-4
Nothing says “America” more than the “purple mountain majesties” of
Katherine Lee Batesode written as a response to the beauty of the Rocky
Mountain range. The Rockies are arguably what makes America what she
is, since their monumental presence both dominates and dictates the
landscape of North America.
Here in Obadiah verse 3, the prophet foresees a time when Edomites will
hide in the clefts of the rock. Of course, there is a fulfilment of this in the
rock stronghold of Petra but, since this passage is regarded, along with
other similar passages in the prophets, to have a last days dimension, it
means that it cannot be the completion prophetically-speaking of the doom
pronounced upon the Edomite race, who are descended from Esau.
Prophecies about Edom, like Babylon, do not just have a literal fulfilment
but they take on a spiritual and symbolic dimension in the latter days.
In verses 3 and 4 of Obadiah, it is evident that Edom is hiding in a
mountainous country, much like it inhabited in Biblical days. Also, verse
4 speaks of the eagle and stars. Here we see latter day Edomites hiding
in a mountainous land, hiding behind the symbols of the eagle and stars.
This is none other than modern-day Edomite Jewry masquerading as
Americans, while seeking to steal the birthright back from the Israelite
peoples who settled North America. And, at the same timelook ng to stea
the Holy Land from God’s true Israel with the help of American money
and military might.
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The good news is that YHWH says in verse 4: “From thence will I bring
thee down.” In the very place that millions of Edomites seek to exert their
will upon a docile nation i.e. America, making it fight wars of aggression
and be the bully on the block, from that very place where millions of true
Israel peoples have settled as the great Manasseh nation, from there is
where the Almighty will bring down Edomite Zionist plans for world
hegemony.
The major problem with America is that elements of Babylon and Edom,
those age-old enemies of God’s people, are palpable iher midst. When
America is cleansed of the blight which association with these elements
brings, and of her tragic rebellion against the Throne of David, she can
come into her God-ordained place as a mightily blessed nation. Then the
promises given to Joseph which pertain to America can be manifest in and
through her.

Chapter Six
O BEAUTIFUL FOR PATRIOT DREAM
The message of this book is not for all Americans. Nor is it for all
American Christians. It is for the remnant. In a sense, although God does
address all men in the Bible, it could be argued that His dealings are really
only with His remnant people. God will do for the remnant what He would
do for the whole nation, if the remnant people will get to praying and
believing.
Sadly, what often applies to Americans in general, applies even more
with many American Christians. The propensity of the average American
to consider their country as superior is amplified in the case of a great deal
of American Christians, who think they are superior by dint of being
Americans. To American believers, patriotism towards the good old USA
is practically one and the same as fealty towards Christ. Because of this
patriotic zeal, American Christians find it hard to appreciate why their
fervency for the American Dream and the American way of life is often
the thing that turns people in other nations off their testimony of faith.
How sad it is to think that what is rejected is not Christianity but American
Christianity.
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This book has had some critical things to say about the United States
of America. I have no doubt some Americans will be offended by some
of these things. But what needs to be said has to be said; it is incumbent
upon us to speak the truth. The true patriot is he who can love his country
despite its shortcomings and who is not ashamed or afraid to identify
those shortcomings. Patriotism is not loving your country despite its
faults, it is loving your country enough to acknowledge and then do
your utmost to correct those faults.
It is also important for me to say, writing as a Brit sh man, that I am not
point ng out Amer ca’s faults as if my own country was a shining example
of equity and righteousness. No, the faults that exist in American society
are here too, perhaps in a worse way since it could be argued we Brits
should know better. The proclivity towards Statism and the rejection of
royalist and loyalist values in the UK is the seed that has reaped a
horrendous harvest for us, too. We British are the living proof that to hold
in low regard the God-appointed monarchy we have is the slippery path
to bondage and decline. In writing this book, I am not a man in a glass
house throwing stones. The bitter harvest of our own declension surrounds
us in the Island Of The Mighty.
My authority to say these things comes because I say them from the heart
of a true patriot. God knows my love for the United Kingdom and, indeed,
for America. I often say that if you cannot say the following, like the
Apostle Paul, you have no part in these matters:
I say the truth in Christ, I lie not, my conscience also bearing
me witness in the Holy Ghost, That I have great heaviness and
continual sorrow in my heart.
For I could wish that myself were accursed from Christ for my
brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh:
Who are Israelites; to whom pertaineth the adoption, and the
glory, and the covenants, and the giving of the law, and the
service of God, and the promises;
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Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning the flesh
Christ came, who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.
ROMANS 9:1-5
If you do not have great sorrow and continual heaviness in your heart, your
patriotism is jingoistic and shallow. The true patriot before God weeps
for their nation and mourns continually till the skies rain down
righteousness. This is my heart, dear reader. Is it yours?
America is self-absorbed, obsessed with her own greatness. She is
consumed with a narcissistic image of herself as the embodiment of
democratic freedom. Yet the answer for America – and particularly for
the remnant within that nation – is to look outward, at the vision God has
for the USA. That vision is neither republican nor democratic. It is a
Kingdom vision. Yes, of God’s eternal Kingdom in the glory but also of
His template for world government, that all nations shall serve the Throne
of David.
The future for America is not with presidents, those who falsely take upon
them the true and rightful place of Davidic authority. No, it is with the
King of the Universe and with His anointed Shepherd king upon the
Throne of David. The British Throne is America's future not the White
House.
The glorious hymn Battle Hymn Of The Republic says that God’s truth
is marching on. Will Americans, long conditioned to uphold and value
the glories of republicanism, forswear this demonstrably finite form of
human government and embrace the Divinely-appointed mandate to
honour David’s Throne as earth’s ultimate seat of power? This is the
question for all true American patriots: can they embrace this truth – that
God has given world sovereignty not just to the seed of Abraham through
Jacob-Israel, but specifically in a governmental sense to the seed of David
upon the Stone Throne?
The Throne on which descendants of David still sit, anointed and
crowned over the Stone of Destiny which was Jacob s Bethel S one, is
the highest earthly authority. To the extent that Americans embrace this
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truth, to that extent will the United States enter into the full blessing of
Joseph-Manasseh.
Interestingly, the word “patriot” is derived from the Latin word pater
meaning “father”. For Americans descended from Celtic, Anglo-Saxon
and other Israelite stock, this ought to be further proof that America’s
future s to be reconciled to their patristic roots, which are British Yes,
there are other North European Israelite peoples who settled in America;
however, nationally speaking, America came from the British Isles. Many
of the early American Presidents and statesmen were of Ulster-Scots
descent. The Mayflower colonists were loyal to the King of England,
Scotland and Ireland. To be truly patriotic, therefore, Americans of Celtic
and Anglo-Saxon ancestry ought to be loyal to their roots.
In light of this, the following passage becomes absorbing in a prophetic
sense:
Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming
of the great and dreadful day of YHWH:
And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children, and
the heart of the children to their fathers, lest I come and smite
the earth with a curse. MALACHI 4:5,6
These are the last two verses of the Old Testament so they have great
importance i.e. there is clearly a deeply meaningful message in them. The
essence of the message is this: although the prophet Elijah had been taken
to heaven by a chariot, an aspect of his ministry would live on. And the
very core of this ministry would be reconciliation between estranged
fathers and sons. I believe this applies to individual families. However,
I also believe it applies in a national context and has meaning between
the estranged people of America and their forefathers in Britain.
In short, there must be an Elijah ministry bringing reconciliation between
the people of America who can trace their descent to Britain and the British
Throne and nation. This reconciliation necessitates an undoing of the
rebellion that led to the split between Britain and America.
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Chapter Seven
HAIL TO THE CHIEF
It is interesting that people who reject the absolute authority of a king
always end up under the authority of a dictator.
The Puritans rejected – and beheaded – Charles 1st , yet ended up under
the absolute dominion of Oliver Cromwell. His reign as Lord Protector
was one of the few instances of a righteous tyranny.
The Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 saw the Russians do away with the
Tsar, only to come under the rule of a succession of brutal tyrants.
The United States of America swapped the rule of the British Throne for
their shiny new Republic – a beacon of democratic liberty. Yet where
has this gotten them today? Since 9/11 a raft of legislation has put more
power into the hands of the American President than at any time in
history, making the office and person of President a virtual dictator.
Kingship has been shunned by the West increasingly over the past 150
years, yet people still are ruled over by one man or woman at the top. Of
course, the world is not that simple and there are other hidden powers
behind the nominal figureheads of state. But it is actually quite
astonishing that the “enlightened” citizens of Western society, who would
utter y discard the notion of being ruled over by a king, yet give their
loyalty (and taxes!) to a president or prime minister.
This is the problem at the heart of our so-called Western civilization: we
have rejected the Divine office of king and replaced it with our human
notions of leadership. We have substituted democracy – the rule of
the mob – for Theocracy – the rule of God through a godly monarch.
There is nothing wrong with the concept of the Divine Right of Kings; that
is, when applied to the British Throne of David. What was wrong was
that certain kings in our history abused this Right and thus brought
dishonour upon their office. There are counter-balances in place to prevent
this Divine Right becoming abused. God’s answer to kings whose heads
get too big for their crowns has always been the careful, watchful eye of
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the saints. Many a dud monarch has been prayed off the Throne. And so
it should be.
The simple truth is that man was made to be ruled over. This is not in
question. What is in question is “”By whom?”
If man rejects the commandment of God, as Adam did in Eden, he will
end up being ruled by a tyrantAs Adam did. If God’s instrument of
dominion on planet earth is a Throne not a democracy or a republic, then
any people who reject that Throne are rebels against the will of God. This
is America’s predicament today. She will never make republicanism and
democracy work, nor can she. Most American Christians believe this
anyway, since they believe in the Second Coming of Jesus Christ, which
will not happen to usher in a democracy! There is no Opposition Party
in God’s Kingdom!
And Jesus is King. Not President. He is not elected by man.
Democracy is foolish men electing other fools to be their masters. It is
fools licensing fools to be fools. It cannot work and it never has. Decades
and centuries of democracy have proved that when men are given the
power to choose their rulers, society breaks down because the family
breaks down. And the reason the family breaks down is because the haters
of God end up in power and pass laws that directly contravene His law.
When will the people of God learn that democratically-elected politicians
will always legislate against God and His Word?
The problem is that democracy enshrines man. Democracy is the soil
of dictatorship and tyranny. Democracy attracts the sort of person who
lusts for power and this is the type of person least deserving of it. The
political histories of Europe and America are replete with instances of
corruption in the highest places. Democracy spawns corruption because
it makes man his own god. It is satanic to the core. Interestingly, some
of the biggest supporters of democracy are church leaders who would
consider it extremely rebellious for anyone to challenge them for the
leadership of their own churches!
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This is the kind of hypocrisy that the Church has sadly shown to the world.
Christians believe in a King and are part of a Kingdom, yet lend their
misplaced and misguided support to a devilish system called democracy.
Let me ask you, Christian brother and sister: if you wouldn’t put up with
a wretch as your pastor, why put up with one as your President? Or
your Senator or Congressman?
The answer to this by many Christians is that with democracy you get the
chance to vote such people out of office. My answer is: why wait? PRAY
THEM OUT TODAY!! As dominion saints of the Most High, we have
the right to petition YHWH to remove the wicked from power and replace
them with the godly. Yet here is the rub of it: if we are going to do this
– and we certainly need to do it – why continue to prop up a system that
is clearly failing? Democracy will continue to attract and spit out those
who are unfit for office.
In certain parts of the world, convicted prisoners can vote. Can you
believe that? A child molester has the same rights as a child of God. A
murderer and a rapist can exercise the same authority as a pastor or an
evangelist. This is democracy for you. God’s system is the rule of the
godly. It always has been. Moses was God’s man. Korah was the people’s
representative. What happened at election time?
And Moses said, Hereby ye shall know that YHWH hath sent me
to do all these works; for I have not done them of mine own
mind.
If these men die the common death of all men, or if they be
visited after the visitation of all men; then YHWH hath not sent
me.
But if YHWH make a new thing, and the earth open her mouth,
and swallow them up, with all that appertain unto them, and
they go down quick into the pit; then ye shall understand that
these men have provoked YHWH.
And it came to pass, as he had made an end of speaking all these
words, that the ground clave asunder that was under them:
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And the earth opened her mouth, and swallowed them up, and
their houses, and all the men that appertained unto Korah, and
all their goods.
They, and all that appertained to them, went down alive into
the pit, and the earth closed upon them: and they perished from
among the congregation. NUMBERS 16:28-33
Korah the people’s choice didn’t bite the dust so much as the dust bit
him Notice that it was YHWH who did the electing, not the people. Their
choice i.e. those that followed Korah, was overruled!
You really need to read Numbers 16 and see that the essential argument
of Korah was for democracy and power-sharing. Korah was a democrat
to his core. He was a descendent of Kohath and thus came from a
privileged Levite family. The Levites were, in addition to being the
spiritual priests, also the civil servants of Israel. “Kohath” means to
ally oneself with, to join in party with. Clearly Korah was a politician,
a man who inveigled his way into the confidence of others and conned
them into joining his faction. His swan song, which the New Testament
labels rebellion, was that all the people were equal. Sound familiar?
An interesting thing about Korah s his name. It means “bald” but is
derived from a word that means “ice or “hail”. Could it be that the hymn
of praise sung to American Presidents i.e. Hail To The Chief contains a
warning about the rebellion of Korah? What is the symbol of America?
It is, of course, the bald eagle. America’s rebel on against God’s anointed
Throne has been well-documented in this book. Intriguingly, Korah was
a favourite name used by Edomites, those who hide behind the eagle (see
Obadiah v.4). Eagles are, in fact, historically a symbol of Edom.
The rebellion against the British Throne originally comprised of thirteen
states, thirteen of course being the number of rebellion. America is
nationally Manasseh, the thirteenth tribe. Interestingly, Manasseh means
“causing to forget”. Tragically. Amerca has forgotten the original des iny
of the Mayflower Pilgrims, to settle in the New World and colonise it as
loyal subjects of the Throne of David. America’s status as the great people
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of Manasseh, as promised by the patriarch Jacob, would in no way be
diminished by being ruled over by the British Throne; in fact, it could
be argued that America will be not truly great until she comes under the
God-appointed instrument of dominion again.
On this point of Manasseh being a “great people” (see Genesis 48:19), it
should be noted that Jacob’s promise was specifically that. The word
“people” in Hebrew is am, which is very rarely translated “nation” n
Scripture This has to be po nted out s nce some British-Israel teachers
use this verse in Genesis 48 to assert that the Bible prophesies Manasseh
to be a “great nation”. Although I accept this can be inferred from
Genesis 48, it should be noted that a people are distinct from a nation,
in both English and Hebrew terminology. I would not be dogmatic and
say that in Genes s 48:19, the term “nation” coud not apply but there is
a tendency among some, particularly American teachers of BI, to hype
this up and somehow make the great nation of Manasseh greater than
Ephraim. One only has to read the writings of certain American BI
teachers to see that this is so. However, the Bible is unambiguous.
Ephraim is greater than Manasseh.
A bigger leap of fancy is made concerning Genesis 35:11, where God
promises Jacob that a nation and a company of nations shall come from
him. Many American proponents of BI couple this with Genesis 48:19
and aver that this promise of a nation applies to America, whilst the
company of nations is Great Britain. Whilst the prophecy of Jacob in
Genesis 48 clearly applies to Ephraim-Britain and Manasseh-America,
it is stretching things way too far to say that Genesis 35:11 concerns the
same subject. The word for nation used in this verse is goy, which
definitively means “nation”. For American BI teachers to claim that the
“nation” of Genesis 35:11 refers to America shows the preponderance to
make America always the first and foremost. This desire for prominence in
all things is typically American and indicative of a constant drive to be the
top dog.
Sadly, in this, America shows the very heart of her rebellious refusal to
submit to David’s Throne in the earth. Her constant promulgation and
projection of her elected President as leader of the nations is subversive
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to the appointed and anointed seat of true authority. And here we see
that the Bible’s use of am in Genesis 48:19 is inspired. Although at present
America is undoubtedly a great nation, her real “manifest destiny” is
embracing her prophetic role as a great people.
This will take place when the self-promoting and self-appointed
“Chief”, the President of the United States, becomes openly subject to
the God-established and God-appointed monarch upon David’s Royal
Throne, reversing the tragic act of rebellion taken in the 18th century. The
people of America must again come under the authority of this Throne.
Chapter Eight
MINE EYES HAVE SEEN THE GLORY
Clearly the worldwide dominion for the Throne of David I have been
speaking of in this book has a Messianic dimension. Virtually none of my
readers, particularly in BI circles, would dispute the supremacy of the
occupant of David’s Throne over all earth y powers n reference to King
Jesus being that occupant on His return. In short, the return of the Lord
Jesus to take up His right regarding David’s Throne and then exercising
from that Throne authority over the USA is indisputable to even the
most diehard Yankee Republican.
But that is not what I am saying in this book and that is why what I am
proposing may ruffle a few feathers on the bald eagle! What I am putting
forth here is a pre-Messianic submission to the Stone Throne by
Americans and their leaders. I am advocating a reversal of independence
in history, not just when Christ comes. I believe that, even in this
relatively small volume, I have made a good case for this being
necessary. Despite the determined efforts of many commentators and
scholars to make the bright start of the Pilgrim Fathers part of a logical
and seamless process towards Independence a century and a half later,
this simply will not stand up to scrutiny.
As Gary North points out in Political Polytheism, in philosophical terms
the America that came from the Framers differed sharply from the
America which preceded them. Thomas Pangle, in The Spirit Of Modern
Republicanism: The Moral Vision Of The American Founding Fathers
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And The Philosophy Of Locke also noted that “there is a striking discont
nuity, as regards underlying constitutional theory, between the
seventeenth-century charters or compacts and the grounding documents
of t e Revolution and the Founding.” Pangle went on to say, “The
Mayflower Compact, for example, does not suggest a social contract
of independent and equal men constituting by consent their own sovereign
and representative government for the purpose of the protection of their
own liberties and property.”
North rightly points out that those who signed the Mayflower Compact
characterised themselves as loyal subjects of King James and says, “The
r purpose was twofold: the glory of God and the honour of king and
country.” In essence, the original philosophy and spiritual word view
of those who originally colonised America, the Pilgrim Fathers, was
radically different from the philosophy and spiritual outlook of the men
who created the Independent United States. The former were, despite
Royal persecution, still loyal to the Throne; the latter were determined,
under both Deist and Jesuit influences, determined to break free from the
Throne. To create a link between the Puritans who first sailed to America
with those who fomented unrest over a century later is a romantic delusion.
Gary North goes to great lengths to point out the two opposing streams
which influenced early American society – the pure stream of Reformed
Puritanism and the adulterated stream which prevailed to shape America
into the secular state she is today.
North’s contention is that America’s problems stem from the dichotomy
at he heart of her Constitution, which gives liberty for religious practice
on a private and church basis, whilst being expressly humanistic and
secular in matters of State. Although Americans love to repeat the
mantra that they are a Christian nation, their own Constitution, and its
outworking in everyday life, are self-evidently not based on a covenant
with Jehovah. The “god” of the American Constitution is an impersonal
Supreme Being at best and just another facet of old Baal at worst. America
may have a lot of Christian people but she is not a Christian nation in
that she has no national covenant with YHWH.
Some American Christians have admirably identified this problem and
tried to address it by appealing to the old Republic over Democracy
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argument. This essentially argues for Republican versus Democratic
values, recognising unbridled democracy as the greatest threat to Christian
freedom. Howard Rand, in Documentary Studies Volume One, makes a
spirited defence of America as a Republic, denouncing the ungodliness
of democracy as a great peril. This type of thinking argues that the Republic
has enshrined and fenced-off as untouchable certain values and principles
which cannot be touched by future generations who might wish to change
the nature of the Republic.
However, such thinking is romantic and fanciful, given that it
presupposes the Republic to be inherently Christian and God-honouring.
As we have seen, the Deist and Jesuit influences on the founding of the
Republic preclude this, as well as the very essence of the desire and move
for Independence being essentially rebellious to the Throne of David. It
is clear that whether the original concept of the American Republic is
superior to later democratic principles is a moot point, given that both a e
fundamentally at odds with God’s kingdom-based authority. There is
no Republican party in heaven! And there is no democracy in the
Kingdom of King Jesus! It is a KING-dom, after all.
One Man rules. He is a King, not a president or prime minister.
Democracy presupposes opposition; in God’s Kingdom there is no
opposition!
As I said, the Messianic reign of Christ is the example and template.
However, I do not think America should wait till Christ returns to submit
to David’s Throne. To some this may be arrogant but I believe that God
has made His mind on the matter as clear as possible. The Throne of David
is God’s instrument of dominion to which all nations must pay homage.
If it did not have this status, then its value to the Lord Jesus would be
lessened. This Throne is the symbol of world hegemony, not the White
House, the Kremlin or Number 10 Downing Street. And certainly not the
United Nations Headquarters.
The problem with the nations today is that they are out of line with God
and His order. A clear reading of Scripture will show this. Therefore, it
becomes of the utmost importance to understand this order. We are not
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left in any doubt that Gods authority on earth is the Throne of David.
The sad thing is that, of all the nations, none should be more loyal to this
Throne than the United States, particularly those Americans who are of
Israelite stock. I am referring here to the descendants of Celts, AngloSaxons and Germanic, Scandinavian peoples.
It is this America the America of God’s purpose, which must prevail. This
America will be a godly nation, in line with the Pilgrim Fathers’ original
vision. The United States will be a holy commonwealth submitted to
the Throne of Great Britain. The Pledge of Allegiance would have to be
changed to incorporate this obeisance to the Stone Throne.
Americans claim that their nation has been mightily blessed of God. I
believe it is more accurate to say that Americans who love God have
known His blessings and His protection. These blessings will be but
drops in the ocean compared to those which I believe God desires to
pour out on an America which submits once more to the Throne of David
in the earth.
Curiously, the Battle Hymn Of The Republic points to future glories
possible for the Republic. Is it too much for some proud Americans to
consider that these glories are at the dissolution of the Republic, as
America once more comes under the instrument of dominion appointed
by YHWH in the earth? “His truth is marching on,“ the song says. Can
21st century Americans see and embrace God’s truth if it clips their wings?
This truth is that the future of America is to submit once more to
monarchical rule, not to continue in rebellious republicanism. America’s
future is in the repairing of her former rebellion.
It ought to be pointed out that this vision of a future America is in no
way predicated on a belief that the present condition of Great Britain is so
wonderful that it merits America’s obeisance. The Britain which America
will once more align with and submit to does not yet exist. Equally, and
far more aptly, the condition of the British Monarchy must change to be
in line wi h God’s will. In essence, what is required is a Shepherd King
upon the Throne of the United Kingdom. This is a monarch after God’s
own heart, a true Davidic king.
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Readers are advised to read my book The Key Of David for a more
complete picture of the role of the British Throne as the Throne of David
in the earth. It will then be understood that, in order for America to take
her place in the Divine destiny, it is essential that Britain be renewed to
become the nation worthy of being the chief of the nations. America s
destiny is to be one with Britain, united forever under the Throne of David
and proclaiming God’s Law, His Holy Word, to every nation on earth.
No more will Britain and America export humanistic concepts of
“democracy” but will be the shining lights of true liberty – under YHWH
God and in Christ Jesus.
For this to happen, America must throw down her altars to Baal and
Statism, and become once more a true Israel nation. Israel means “he who
rules with God”. What use s America’s role as superpower if her might
and rule is not with and in God but by dint of military superiority? Such
power is built on false foundations and will fail. As the old hymn says,
“The arm of flesh will fail you, ye dare not trust your own.” Only in
YHWH can America be truly free, truly strong and truly great.

Chapter Nine
LAND WHERE MY FATHERS DIED
Less than a hundred years after America obtained independence, the
United States showed they weren’t so united after all. America was
plunged nto a Civil War. Notwithstanding President Abraham Lincoln’s
strong accusations of Jesuit skullduggery n fomenting this war in the
South, it is clear that both North and South were manipulated by both
Jesuit and international banking interests into going to war. In short, blame
for the American Civil War cannot be laid at the feet of either the North or
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the South but at outside interests. Unfortunately, these interests, as we
have seen and as have been well-documented elsewhere, have had too
much of a hand in the guiding of America. Indeed, that America is their
creation, and that to counter God’s true power in the earth – the British
Throne – is an argument which is increasingly hard to disprove.
The American Civil War was a tragedy. Its impact upon the soul of the
nation can be felt to this very day. There is a massive wound in the
American psyche caused by this war. The South was not perfect but it
was maligned for the practice of slavery. This was an issue which would
have been resolved far more effectively and without bloodshed had the
Southern States been allowed to deal with it autonomously. It is evident
to any student who deigns to look beyond the propaganda that the slavery
issue was propaganda. America went to war with itself to satisfy
international banking and Jesuit interests.
The crushing of the South was arguably the greatest tragedy to happen
to the US since its rebellion against the Davidic Throne. Two of the finest
Christian warriors to ever walk the earth were Generals Robert E. Lee and
Stonewall Jackson. These men were phenomenal leaders and soldiers, as
well as being true Christians and gentlemen. Nether bought into the
propagandists’ reasons for the war. The division at the heart of the nation
deeply wounded them, particularly Lee. Yet they saw their Christian duty
as being very clearly to defend their homeland.
Revivals were reported in camps on both sides of the conflict. Yet the South
was arguably more noted for this. This is proof if any were needed that
“An enemy hath done this” in relation to the Civil War. The sowing of
seeds of discord among Christian peoples is always the work of Satan
and his human agents. It is always a tactic of these agents to get God’s
people to fight each other so that they can receive the spoils of such wars
for themselves. If the Christian nations, which are predominately Israelite
by descent, were to stand united, then the satanic ploys of antichrist
people would be confounded. When will our people learn this lesson?
The enemies of America know that to divide the nation is to keep it in
their thrall. This is one reason why America has become a melting pot
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of races and faiths – to divide is to conquer. A nation fragmented by many
cultures and faiths cannot stand united. Of course, this has been done under
a propaganda banner of freedom and liberty for all. To be American now
does not mean that you are of North European and Israelite descent, as it
once generally did. Anyone can be an American now! Curiously, the people
who find it hardest these days are those of North European stock...
This division in America was initially accomplished by the Civil War,
which created a huge chasm at the heart of the United States. This chasm
has never been properly healed. It was done under the pretence of a race
relations and slavery issue but was part of a master plan to turn America
into the puppet of God’s enemies. America was moulded into a world
superpower to further the aims of these people. America s message of
“freedom” which it propagates to every nation hides the jackboot of
servitude to international banking concerns. America’s role is to bring
the nations to heel to these bankers. Just as America is completely under
the sway of this “Hidden Hand” so it seeks to make every other nation
subservient in the same way.
Refuse America’s offer of “democracy” in the running of your country
and you will find that the CIA and other American agencies begin to
foment unrest within your borders. This is the experience of national
leaders on every continent. America is the bully on the block
internationally, ready to obey the shadowy rulers who secretly run the US
in conforming every nation to their Babylonian image. For many
American Christians, who have seen and are sickened by this monstrous
abuse of power, America is Babylon itself.
Even if accepting this is a step too far for many to take, one thing is for
sure: if America is not Babylon, much that is Babylonish can be found in
America.
The race card is used extensively and very effectively in America
today to keep the white Israelite people in line. These people, particularly
in the South, are labelled as bigots and racists. The terms “hillbilly” and
“redneck” are derogatory terms. Curiously, the hillbillies are so called
because they were Ulster-Scots settlers who sang constantly of their
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beloved “King Billy”, who was William III, the king who inaugurated the
Glorious Revolution of 1688 in Britain. This brought freedom of
conscience and civil liberties in Britain under a system of constitutional
monarchy. It serves America’s enemies well to slur this wonderful
example of the Throne of Dav d triumphing over tyranny. Equally the term
“redneck” was originally given to those who wore red scarves as emblems
of their Scottish Covenanting heritage. The Covenanters were
emancipated by William III’s taking of the Throne of David and the
Glorious Revolution which it ushered in.
The isolation and demonisation of the descendants of these Israelite
settlers was a primary objective of the American Civil War. As a result of
this conflict, which cost the lives of hundreds of thousands of Israelite
people, America has become a melting pot of races, nationalities and faiths.
To be white and proud of your ethnicity in America is almost a crime. It
isn’t that way if you are Mexican, Puerto Rican, Afro-Caribbean or any
other ethnic group. People of Israelite descent have to apologise
continuously for race and hate crimes, many of which are exaggerated
or invented. This is the legacy of the American Civil War. Many fine
Christian people were killed for this to happen.
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My chief concern is to be
an humble earnest
Christian
ROBERT E. LEE
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“Captain, my religious belief teaches me to feel as
safe in battle as in bed. God has fixed the time for my
death. I do not concern myself about that, but to be
always ready, whenever it may overtake me.”
He added, after a pause, looking me
full in the face: That is the way all men should live,
and then all would be equally
brave.”
STONEWALL JACKSON
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"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and
the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"
(Isaiah 2:3).”
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